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 . Why Buy?. "In this version of Love at the Museum, Lust at the Library, only the most vivid female and male heroes are
allowed the chance to explore their passions. And they do not disappoint!. This is a godsend for readers who have long yearned
for a cheesy, cheesecake version of what really happened in those Hollywood screen romances..." —Cosmopolitan . A sizzling

romance and romantic comedy in one!... "Over the years, we've all gotten a little tired of the usual romance with its damsels and
princes and bad guys, who somehow get together in the end. Enter Leslea Newman's new version of the standard romance

formula.... With zany characters and a character-driven plot, this book is full of romance and comedy.... The sex scenes are very
funny.... A fun read!" "Gorgeous art and design.... A pure pleasure to read." —Romantic Times (Top Pick!) "A dark and twisted

romantic fantasy.... In this page-turning book you can meet an assortment of characters.... Beautifully plotted, with a storyline
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that will please readers of all ages and genres." —Library Journal "Reliable characters, passion, sexiness—and humor!... This is
so much fun to read, it's almost impossible to put down.... A perfect read for the younger crowd and a great choice for the older

crowd." "Lust at the Museum is one of the better contemporary romance titles I've read in a while.... The setting and pacing
keep me interested, and the unusual premise makes this one a stand-out title in this series.... I think readers of all ages will enjoy

this title." —Romance Readers Connection "I enjoyed the mix of humor and sweet romance.... The romance is hot and fun....
An excellent read for all!" —Kirkus Reviews "Full of humor and romance.... Entertaining... fun.... A romantic comedy.... Great

reading." 82157476af
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